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1. Introduction
For a large class of polynomials orthogonal o n / = [—1,1] with respect to
a non-negative integrable weight function, the zeros have the same
limiting distribution. In fact, it has been shown ([1]) that, if p(x) is a
non-negative integrable function defined on I and p(x) > 0 except for
a set of measure zero, and {Pn{x)} (n = 0,1,...) are the associated
o r t h o g o n a l p o l y n o m i a l s , t h e n i f — l ^ a < j S ^ l
,
 (D
n^oo « ^ ( l - a ; 2 ) '
where v*(a, jS) is the number of zeros of Pn{x) on the interval [a,j8]. (The
reference to measure in the previous sentence and in what follows means
linear Lebesgue measure, unless otherwise stated. Also measi? or
mea,s(E\E'), for example, will be used to denote the measure of the set E
and of E\E', respectively.) We shall call this limiting behaviour of the
zeros regular behaviour and the associated weight function a regular
weight function. In this paper we explore several questions, some suggested
by this theorem. We now continue the introduction in a more formal way,
beginning with a brief recapitulation. Where references are not given,
proofs of the lemmas and theorems will be found in §§ 3-6 according to a
plan given in § 2. Section 7 discusses some unsolved problems.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let I denote the interval [—1,1]. Let M(I) be the
class of measurable subsets of / having positive measure. For E e M(I),
let P(E) be the class of non-negative integrable functions having the
property that, \i p{x) e P(E), then S(p(#)), the support of p(x) (defined
as {x: x e I, p(x) > 0}), satisfies S(p(cc)) = E. We finally let
P = U P{E).
EeM(I)
LEMMA 1.1 ([8] p.. 24). For p(x) e P, there is a unique set of polynomials
{Pn(x)}, also written {Pn{x\p)}, Pn(x) = xn+... (n = 0,1,...), and a unique
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set of positive constants {Nn(p)} (n = 0,1,...) satisfying the conditions
f1 Pm(x)Pn(x)p(x)dx = 8mn(Nn(p))* (m,n = 0,1, . . .) , (1.2)
J-i
where 8mn is the Kronecker delta. We call {Pn{xj} the set of orthogonal
polynomials associated with p(x) and we call Nn(p) the norm of Pn{x). The
zeros of Pn{x) (n = 1,...) are simple and lie on the interval I.
DEFINITION 1.2. For p(x) e P and a,/J satisfying - l ^ a < ) 8 ^ 1 , let
v*(a,P) be the number of zeros of Pn(x\p) lying in [a, j8]. If (1.1) is satisfied
we say tha t the zeros of (Pn(#|2>)} have regular behaviour and tha t p(x)
is a regular weight function.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let N(I) be the subclass of M(I) characterized by the
property that, if E e N(I), then, for all a,j8 such that - 1 ^ a < jS ^ 1,
meas({z: x e En[oc,f$]}) > 0.
LEMMA 1.2. A necessary condition for p(x) e P to be regular is that
S(p(x)) e
DEFINITION 1.4. A set E e N{I) is called a determining set if all
p(x) G P[E) are regular weight functions.
We can now recast the theorem of the opening paragraph as follows.
THEOREM 1.1 ([1]). If E e M(I) and me&sE - 2, then Eisa determining
set.
We note that if measi? = 2, then E e N(I), so that the necessary
condition for determining sets of Lemma 1.2 is satisfied.
DEFINITION 1.5. For any set E c i} by C{E), the capacity oiE, we shall
mean the inner logarithmic capacity (see Definition 3.1). For E e M(I),
by L(E), the lower capacity oiE, we mean inf G{E'), where we consider all
measurable sets E', for which E' <=• E and meas(.E\i£/) = 0. We refer to
such a set E' as an equimeasurable subset oiE. 1£L(E) = C(E) we say that
the capacity of E is stable, and that E has stable capacity G(E).
Let E e M(I). By Theorem 3.1 C(I) = 1/2, and by Definition 3.1 if
Ei 6 M{I) (i = 1,2), and, if Ex e= E2, then G{EX) ^ C{E2). I t thus follows
that L{E) ^ C(E) ^ C(I) = 1/2. Thus, if L{E) = 1/2, E has stable
capacity 1/2.
THEOREM 1.2. Let E e N(I). A necessary and sufficient condition that E
be a determining set is that E have stable capacity 1/2. When E e i^(/) has
stable capacity 1/2, for any p(x) e P{E) we have lim {Nn(p))1/n = 1/2.
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LEMMA 1.3. (a) The set I has stable capacity 1/2. (b) For any e > 0,
there is a set E, E e N(I), with me&sE < e and L(E) = 1/2. (c) There are
sets E e N{I) with L{E) < 1/2.
In the above lemma, (a) shows that Theorem 1.2 contains Theorem 1.1,
(b) shows that the sufficient condition stated by Theorem 1.1 is not a
necessary condition for regularity, and (c) shows that not all sets in
N(I) are determining sets.
We now continue our introduction with theorems which describe the
possible behaviour of the zeros of orthogonal polynomials and their
norms for p(x) e P and S(p(a;)) G N(I), but where S(p(aj)) need not be a
determining set.
DEFINITION 1.6. For any compact set K, K c R, R denoting the real
axis, let Cl(K) be the class of unit measures [x defined on the Borel
measurable subsets of R with carrier c(/x) contained in K, where
c(jit) = {x: ix((x — e,x + e)) > 0, for all e > 0}. Denote 0,(1) simply as Q.
For (x e Cl, let U(z,fx) = U(fx) = Jlog(l/ |z — t\ )d[x. The integral is defined
as a Lebesgue integral with respect to the measure /u, and is known as the
potential of JH.
THEOREM 1.3. There is a unique measure /x e Q such that U(x, /x) ^ log 2
for all x e I, with the possible exception of a Borel set of capacity zero. We
denote this measure by fxI} and note that
dx
fxI(B)=-(
7TJr
(1.3)
for all Borel sets B, B <=• I.
LEMMA 1.4. Let p{x) E P and let {Pn(x)} be the set of associated orthogonal
polynomials. For fixed n ^ l , let xin (i = l,...,n) denote the zeros of
Let vn be the measure, defined on the Borel subsets of I, determined by
defining vn(xin) = \/n (i = 1, ...,n) and vn(E) = 0 when Pn{x) # 0 on E.
Then p(x) is a regular weight function if and only if
(1.4)
The convergence of measures is defined in Definition 4.1.
THEOREM 1.4. Let E E N{I). Then L(E) > 0. If a measure fx e Q.
exists such that U(fx) ^ \og(l/L(E)) for x e E, except possibly for a set of
measure zero, then it is unique. When the measure exists, then equality must
hold on B, an equimeasurable subset of E that is a Borel set for which
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C(B) = L(E). We denote the measure, when it exists, by /x|>. Then (JL% = /xz
if and only if L{E) = 1/2.
Equality of measures is defined in Definition 4.1.
THEOBEM 1.5. Let E e N(I) and let p{x) e P{E). Then
L{E) ^ Km {Nn(p))Vn ^ hm{Nn{p))^n ^ 1/2. (1.5)
n-»oo n-»oo
THEOEEM 1.6. (a) For E e N{I) there are p{x) e P{E) and an increasing
sequence of integers (kn) such that
(1.6)
(b) Let E G N(I). For any p(x) for which there is an increasing sequence
of integers (kn) for which (1.6) holds, we have
= i4> (L7)
where the measures {vn} are defined in Lemma 1.4 and the measure /x|. is
defined in Theorem 1.4.
At this point we remark that Theorem 1.2 can be deduced from
Theorems 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6. These theorems contain extra information,
however, concerning zero and norm behaviour for orthogonal polynomials
associated with p(x) e P when S(^(a;)) is not a determining set. Still
further information valid for all sets E e N(I), whether they are deter-
mining sets or not, is contained in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.7. For any E e N(I) there is a p[x) e P(E) which is a
regular weight function.
What has been described in Theorems 1.2, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7, we say,
belongs to the theory of the first-order asymptotic behaviour of orthogonal
polynomials. This terminology is used to distinguish these results from
other results, to be summarized in Theorem 1.8 ([2]), concerning another
form for describing asymptotic behaviour of orthogonal ploynomials.
This latter form has implications for the first-order theory, but does not
subsume it, and will be referred to as belonging to the theory of the
second-order asymptotic behaviour of orthogonal polynomials.
LEMMA 1.5. Let f(z) = ^(z + ^ {z2— 1)) with domain
Cx = {z: | 2 _ i | + | z + i | > 2},
where the branch of y](z2— 1) in Cx is chosen so that ^{z2— \)/z tends to 1 as z
tends to infinity. For p(x) e P, the associated orthogonal polynomials
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{Pn{z)} have regular behaviour if and only if, for all z e Cv
n{z)\v» = \f(z)\. (1.8)
THEOREM 1.8 ([2]). Let \L G Q, and denote its absolutely continuous
component by na. Let p(x) be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of /xa with
respect to linear Lebesgue measure. Assume that c(/x) is an infinite point set.
There is then a unique set of polynomials {Pn{x)} = {Pn{x \ p)}, Pn{x) = xn+...
(n = 0,1,...) and a unique set of positive constants {Nn(fx)} (n = 0,1,...)
satisfying the conditions
{x)Pn{x)d^ = Bmn{Nn{li))z (m,n = 0,l, . . .). (1.9)
We call {Pn{x)} the set of orthogonal polynomials associated with p and
we call Nn(/x) the norm of Pn{x).
The following statements are equivalent:
I P (?\I
lim ™ exists and is not zero for all z e Clf (1-H)
n-*co \j \z) I
for some e > 0, 2nNn([x) ^  e > 0 (n = 1, ...)• (1.12)
The function f {z) in (1.11) is the one introduced in Lemma 1.5.
The implications for first-order theory are as follows. First of all, if
p(x) e P and (1.10) is satisfied, then we can deduce from (1.11) and
Lemma 1.5 that p(x) is regular. It follows from Theorem 1.1, however,
that (1.10) is not a necessary condition for regularity.
A further important implication requires a definition.
DEFINITION 1.7. Let p e Q, and let c(/z) be an infinite set. If the
polynomials {Pn{x | fx)} of Theorem 1.8 satisfy (1.8), or if their zeros satisfy
(1.1), we say that ^ is a regular measure. If (1.11) is satisfied, we say that p
is a very regular measure. Likewise, if p(x) e P satisfies (1.10), we say that
it is a very regular weight function.
By Theorem 1.8, we see that whether /x is very regular or not depends
on its absolutely continuous component, in particular on whether or not
(1.10) is satisfied. The situation is different for first-order asymptotics.
THEOREM 1.9. There is a measure /x G Q., with c(fi) an infinite set, which is
a regular measure and is singular with respect to linear Lebesgue measure.
The measure introduced in this theorem is regular, yet the Radon-
Nikodym derivative of its absolutely continuous component is identically
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zero, and so does not determine a set of orthogonal polynomials and
cannot be classified as a regular weight function.
Thus, in first-order theory, the problems of characterizing regular
weight functions and regular measures bear a diflFerent relationship to
each other from that between the corresponding problems for very regular
weight functions and very regular measures in the second-order theory.
We conclude this section with a theorem concerning regular measures.
THEOBEM 1.10 ([2]). Let p e Q. Then [j, is a regular measure if
limo>(l/2?i2)1/«= 1, (1.13)
7!.-*OO
where
(1.14)
xel
2. Plan of proofs
Each of §§ 3-6 contains the development of some central technique, and
in addition the proofs of the material presented in the introduction that is
related to it. In § 7 both general problems and more technical questions
that are as yet unsettled are discussed.
Section 3 contains a development of the notions of capacity and stable
capacity and the proof of Lemma 1.3. In § 4 the central theme is measures
associated with sets, and the section contains the proofs of Theorems 1.3
and 1.4 and Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. Section 5 is concerned with the
connection between norm behaviour and zero distribution and contains
proofs for Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.6 as well as Lemma 1.2. A
sufficient condition that a measure be regular is proved in §6 as
Theorem 1.10 and the proofs of Theorems 1.7 and 1.9 then follow as
applications.
3. Capacity and stable capacity
We select the energy approach in defining capacity as the most suitable
for our applications ([4] p. 280).
DEFINITION 3.1. For any measure /x denned on the measure space
(R,F), where R denotes the real line, and F the <r-algebra of Borel sets
of R, let
J L , * ) , (3.1)
where /u, x /x is the complete product measure defined on RxR. This is
called the energy of /z. For K a compact set, K <= R, we let
V(K)= inf /(/.), (3.2)
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where Q.{K) is defined in Definition 1.6, and call this quantity the
equilibrium energy associated with K. We then define the capacity of K
as C(K) = exp( — V(K)). For any set E <= R, we define the inner capacity
of E as supC(JK'), where K denotes a compact set. We use the symbol
KcE
C{E) for inner capacity, and no ambiguity will arise in this paper in
referring to C(E) as the capacity of E. I t is clear that, if Ex c E2,
^ C{E2). This is referred to as the monotonicity of capacity.
THEOREM 3.1 ([4] p. 282). (a) Let K <=• R be a compact set of positive
capacity. There is a unique measure [MK, where [MK C Q.(K) and is such that
I(fxK) = V(K). We refer to [xK as £Ae Frostman measure of K. The potential
U{Z,[JLK) (see Definition 1.6) satisfies U{z,iiK) ^ V{K), where equality can
hold only on K, and may fail to hold there only on a Borel set of type Fc of
capacity zero.
(b) When K = I, fxx as defined in this theorem agrees with the measure fxz
defined in (1.3): so there is no conflict of notation. Computation yields
U{x, fxj) = log 2forxe I, V{I) = log 2 and C(I) = 1/2. For E <= R, and a
real and non-zero, let ocE = {x: xor1 e E}, and E + a. = {x: x - a e E}, the
latter holding even if a = 0. Then C(OLE) = aC(E), and C(E + ot) = C{E).
Thus, if L <= R is an interval of length I, C(L) = l/i and V{L) = log(4/7).
LEMMA 3.1. (a) ([9] p. 57). If En<= R (n = 1,...) and En is a Borel set
of capacity zero, then \J^=iEn has capacity zero.
(b) / / En <= R {% = 1,2), and En is a Borel set, and E2 has capacity zero,
then
EJ = C{EX).
LEMMA 3.2. Let B <=•! be a Borel set of type Fa and let B = Un=i-^«>
where {Kn} consists of compact sets and Kn c Kn+1 (n = 1,...). Then
C(B) = hm G{Kn).
n-»oo
Proof of Lemma 3,2. If B is compact, it may be that, for some integer
N > 0, Kn = Kn+1 for n^ N. In this case B = KN and
so the result is immediate. If there are infinitely many different sets
among the {Kn} we proceed as follows. By the monotonicity of capacity
C{Kn) ^ C(Kn+1) (n = 1,...). Hence liraC(Kn) exists, and, again by
n-*ao
monotonicity, lim C(Kn) ^ C(B). If for every compact set K <= B
C(K) ^ l im C(Kn), (3.3)
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It would then follow that C(B) ^ ]imC(Kn), which would complete the
7l-»OO
proof. We thus turn to the proof of (3.3).
If C{B) = 0, for a compact set K c B, we have C{K) = 0 by the
monotonicity of capacity. Then both sides of the inequality (3.3) are
zero, and the inequality is satisfied.
If C(B) > 0, it is necessary by Lemma 3.1 that we should have
C(Kn) > 0 when n > N for some positive integer N. Since we can begin
enumeration of {Kn} at any point, there is no loss in generality in assuming
that C{Kn) >0{n= 1 , . . . ) .
Let K <=• B be a compact set. Since (3.3) is satisfied if C(K) = 0, we
assume that C{K) > 0. Let Kn {K^K^) = Ln. The sets {Ln} (n = 1,...),
where Ko = 0, the empty set, are pairwise disjoint Borel sets and
U£=i Ln = K. The Frostman measure [JLK satisfies
1 = dpK = S
J n=lJLn
Thus, if Efc=ili*/*g: = mn, limran = 1. Thus there is an integer N > 0
ra-»oo
such that, for n > N, mn > 0. For n > N, let p\ be the restriction of nK
; ! - , / ( ,* ) . (3.4)
to Kn. Then
where
-L1
 KnXKn I » - 11
Since KxK = Un=i(^nx-^n)\(-^n-ix^n-i)» using our convention for KQ,
countable additivity of the integral on the product space yields
I. (3.5)
Since I{fjLK) = V{K), it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that
l R n ) ^ V(K),
which is equivalent to
]jmC{KnKn) ^ C{K). (3.6)
7l-»OO
Finally, by the monotonicity of capacity,
Urn C{Kn) ^ UmC(KnKn),
n-^oo n-»oo
so that using (3.6) we obtain (3.3), and the proof is complete.
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LEMMA 3.3. Let E e M{I).
(a) There is an equimeasurable subset of E, say Eo, such that
C(E0) = L(E).
(b) The lower capacity of E, L(E), is positive.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. (a) Since L(E) = inf C(Ef), where E' represents an
E'
equimeasurable subset of E, there exists a sequence {En} (n = 1,...) of
equimeasurable subsets of E such that
L(E) = \im C(En). (3.7)
n-»oo
Now if EQ = f\n=i^n> &0 is a g a m a n equimeasurable subset of E, so that
C(E0) ^ L{E). On the other hand, C{EQ) ^  C{En) (n = 1,...), by the
monotonicity of capacity, so that by (3.7) C(E0) ^  L(E). Thus
C(E{)) = L(E).
(b) By Definition 1.1, measi? = a > 0. Every equimeasurable subset
E' of E will contain a compact subset K' of measure ^ \OL. By the
monotonicity of capacity, C{E') ^  C(K') and C(K') ^ £a.£ = | a by
[9] p. 84. Thus L{E) is positive.
THEOREM 3.2. (a) If K ^ I is a compact set of positive capacity and ixK,
its Frostman measure, is absolutely continuous with respect to linear Lebesgue
measure, then K has stable capacity.
(b) If E ^ I is a Borel set of type Fa with representation U^= 1J^, where
Kn c: Kn+1 (n = 1,...) and the sets Kn are compact and have stable capacity,
then E has stable capacity.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (a) We have to show that, if K' is an equi-
measurable subset of K, then C{K') = C{K). Since C{K') ^ C{K) by the
monotonicity of capacity, it remains to show that
C(K') ^ C{K). (3.8)
Now K' contains an equimeasurable subset K" that is a Borel set of
type Fa, having the representation K" = Un=i-^rn where the Kn are
compact sets and Kn c= Kn+1 (n — 1,...). By Lemma 3.2
= \imC{Kn). (3.9)
Now (JiK{B) = jBr(x) dx, where B <= / is a Borel set and r(x) is the Radon-
Nikodym derivative of fxK with respect to linear Lebesgue measure. Also
1 = r(x) dx = r(x) dx = lim r(x) dx,
JK J K" n-tooJKn
the last step using the countable additivity of the integral. Thus if
mn = jKnr(x)dx, limran = 1. Thus there is a positive integer N such that,
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for n > N, mn > 0. If ^ is the restriction of fiK to Kn, then, for n > N,
V(Kn) ^  l(&) = * f log-?—r(z)r(t)dzdt. (3.10)
From (3.10) we obtain
Em F(J2J <; f logT-i-]r(Z)r(«)efoett
using the countable additivity of the integral on the product space in the
first inequality, and the equimeasurability of the subset K" x K" of
KxK, using Lebesgue measure in the product space, for the second
inequality. Thus
and so, using (3.9),
C(K") = lim C(Kn) ^ C(K). (3.11)
n-*x>
By the monotonicity of capacity C(K') ^ C(K"), and this fact together
with (3.11) yields (3.8).
(b) We note that the sets {Kn} are now those introduced in part (b) of
the theorem. By Lemma 3.2,
C(E) = Km C(Kn); (3.12)
and we must also show that C(E') = C(E) for each W which is an equi-
measurable subset of E. Since C(E') ^ C(E) by the monotonicity of
capacity, we must show that
C(E') ^ C(E). (3.13)
If we let K'n = KnnEf, then K'n is an equimeasurable subset of Kn and
U 2 . I * ; = JE'. Thus
C(E') Z C{K'n) = C(Kn), (3.14)
using first the monotonicity of capacity, and then the stability of the
capacity of Kn. Taking the limit with respect to n in (3.14) and using
(3.12), we obtain (3.13), which completes the proof.
LEMMA 3.4 ([12] p. 141). Let K <= R be the union of a finite number of
pairwise disjoint compact intervals. Then \iK is absolutely continuous with
respect to linear Lebesgue measure.
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Up to this point we have developed properties of stable capacity. It is
now our objective to show the existence, in a constructive manner, of
sets E e N{I) of small measure and stable capacity 1/2.
LEMMA 3.5. (a) The function cosnd (n a non-negative integer) is a
polynomial of degree n in cos 6, which we denote by tn(x), x = cos 6. The
polynomial Tn(x) = tn(x)/2n~1 is monic. The zeros of tn(x) are given by
2ft — 1
xk,n = c°s—2n—7J- ( & = l , . . . , w ) , (3.15)
and satisfy
lim (V(xlin,...,xntn))y^n-i)) = 1 / 2 > (3.i6 )
n-»oo
where
V(yv...,yn)= TL\yt-yj\. (3.17)
(b)//
j. KH ki.n^, (3-18)
\ e i , j , n \ ^ ! ( n = ! > • • • ; * > i = l , . . . , w ,
then
( n \ l/{n(n-l)}
n AidA = 1/2. (3.19)
Proof of Lemma 3.5. (a) Since cosn9 — Re(cos 0+ £ sin 0)71, in the
expansion of the right-hand side, sin 9 enters only to even powers, so that
cosn9 can be written as a polynomial in cosfl. The degree of the poly-
nomial in cos#, and the leading coefficient are readily seen to be n and
2n-i from this representation. Since the n numbers (3.15) are distinct,
and
2ft-1 \ \ / 2ft-1 \
they account for all the zeros of tn(x). We next note that
cos (war cos x)
1
n\x) ~ 2^-i '
so that
sm.{n arcos x) 1
and
'n\xl,n> •••> xn,n) = I •* n\Xl,nf- • '•*• n\Xn,n) I
1
2»)...sin((2n- l)ir/2n)
5388.3.24 E
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The relations
-0 S sinfl ^ 1, 0 ^  0 ^ , sin(7r-0) = sin0, (3.20)
lead to the inequality
1
 < V(r r ) <
- l ) = y y^l,™ • • • > *n,nl =
from which (3.16) follows by root extraction.
(b) We will need the estimate, valid for fixed n, and i # j :
COS
= 2
again making use of (3.20).
It follows from (3.18) that, for i # j ,
( a \1 +
* 3 | r " ' " T I I"91
 \xi,n~xj,n\J
Using (3.21), we then obtain
I xi,n ~ xj,n \y-~ g^ ) - -A-id.n - I Xi,n ~ xj,n I ( ^ + g^ j •
With the use of (3.16), (3.19) is now readily obtained, completing the proof
of the lemma.
We now prove our first result from § 1.
Proof of Lemma 1.3. (a) The Frostman measure \iT is given by (1.3),
and since it is absolutely continuous with respect to linear Lebesgue
measure, / has stable capacity by Theorem 3.2(a). By Theorem 3.1(b),
A(J) = 1/2.
(b) For each positive integer n and real number 8 (0 < 8 g 1), we
define the set Ki as follows. The set Ki is the union of n closed intervals
l$n, each of length | l$n | = S/n3 and each centred at a different one of the
points xin (i = 1, ...,n) introduced in Lemma 3.5. By (3.21) these
intervals are pairwise disjoint and are contained in / . Thus
measZ* = n(8/n*) = 8/n2.
Let o»* be the measure (l/%)S?=ii"-|,n> where /x£n is the Frostman
measure associated with lfn. By Theorem 3.1
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If jit and v are measures defined on the measure space (R,F)
(Definition 3.1), let
j ^ v ) , (3.23)
where JX x v is the complete product measure defined on R x R. For i # j ,
we then obtain
Mn'&JZlogil/AhJ, (3.24)
where
I **»-*/.» I - « M (3-25)
Now co* is a unit measure with c{o)^) c K^, and so
MT+^^F- (326)
i
where we have used (3.22) and (3.24).
We thus obtain
( S \llnl n \l/n2
5?) U W • (327)
By (3.25) and the fact that 0 < S < 1, we can apply Lemma 3.5(b) to
(3.27), and also use the fact that C(K^) ^  1/2, so as to obtain
lim<7(ZJ) = l/2. If Bs=\J%=1K*n, then meaaB, :£ 8 S£-i V*8 and
7l-»OO
C(BS) = 1/2. Thus, for Sj = min{6e/7r2,1}, where e > 0, measi?^ S £ and
C(^) = 1/2.
If we let 2 ^ = U y - i ^ S t h f l n ^ - US-i^1 and 2# c *&i (» = 1,...).
By Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.2(a) the set JB*1, which is a finite union of
pairwise disjoint compact intervals, has stable capacity. Thus by
Theorem 3.2(b), BSl has stable capacity. We finally observe that the
points xin (n = 1,...,: i = 1, ...,n) are dense in I, from which it follows
that BSl c: N(I). Thus, for a given e > 0, the set BSl satisfies all the
requirements of the set E in the statement of Lemma 1.3(b), and the
proof is complete.
(c) If E0=\J%=1En, where {En} {n = 1,...) are Borel sets on the
interval [-1/2, 1/2], then ([9] p. 63),
1 " I
= 2 j/fjp x • (3.28)
Take for En an interval of length \En\ = (£)*», where {kn} is an increasing
sequence of integers to be determined. Place these intervals on
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[ - 1 / 2 , 1 / 2 ] so that \Jn=iEn is dense. We then have
1 °° 1 °° 1
< v 1 sV{E0) = n t i l o g ( 4 / | ^ J ) £x log 4 ^
^ i T ^ — r , (3.29)
where we have used Theorem 3.1(b) in the second term. Thus, if the
series in the last term of (3.29) has sum less than 1, we have C(EQ) < 1/4.
The set 2E0 = E, when we use the notation and results of Theorem 3.1(b),
then satisfies E e N{I) and C{E) = 2C(EQ) < 1/2. We observe tha t
L(E) ^ C(E) < 1/2, and so the proofs of (c) and of the lemma are
complete.
4. Measures associated with sets
The measure JU7 defined in (1.3) is uniquely associated with the interval
I by means of conditions stated in Theorem 1.3 and also by means of
conditions stated in Theorem 3.1. What we show in this section is that
conditions analogous to those of Theorem 1.3 enable us to associate
unique measures with Borel sets B of type Fa, B <= / (Theorem 4.2), and
on using in addition the notion of lower capacity, a unique measure is
associated with sets E e M(I) (Theorem 1.4). These measures play a role
in the study of the zero distribution of orthogonal polynomials.
THEOREM 4.1. Given a Borel set B of type Fa, B <= / , C(B) = 0, there
exists a measure p, with C(fx) c / such that the set of plus infinities of U([x)
contains B.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let B = U ^ i ^ n * where {isTn} consists of compact
sets, Kna I and C(Kn) = 0 (n = 1,...). Let fj,n be a unit measure ([9] 76)
such tha t U{[in) is plus infinity on Kn, and c(/nn) <= Kn(n = 1,...). The set
function fx = S n - i ( l / 2 n W is again a measure ([6] p . 230). For any z e \I,
there is a neighbourhood of z, say N(z), such that N(z) <= \ J . Since
Hn{N{z)) = 0, IM{N{Z)) = 0, and so c(/x) c / . Let vn = £&
z e I and t e I, log(l /1z — t \) ^ 0. Hence
2 , r, 2 ,
since the left-hand expression is non-decreasing for fixed z. Thus the
right-hand side is plus infinity if z e B, since the left-hand side is such,
and the same is then true for C/(/x). This completes the proof.
D E F E C T I O N 4.1. Let (/xn: fj.n e Q, n = 1,...) be a sequence
of measures. We say that (/un) converges to /x0 e Q. and write
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n= (f(t)dp
for all real-valued functions f(t) continuous on / . We say, for jx, v e Q,
that JU. = v if n(B) = v(B) for all Borel subsets B of / .
LEMMA 4.1 ([7] p . xiii). (a) Every infinite sequence of measures (fxn:
[x,n e D, n = 1, . . . ) , contains a convergent subsequence.
(b) If an infinite sequence of measures (fj,n: [in e Q., n = 1, ...)> has the
property that every infinite subsequence has a further subsequence converging
to noe Q, then the original sequence converges to [x0.
LEMMA 4.2 ([9] p . 34). If fin e Q. {n = 0,1,.. .) and lim/xn = /x0, then, for
n-»oo
any Borel set B cz I, for which the boundary of B, dB, satisfies Po{dB) = 0,
we have lim iin{B) = fio{B).
Proof of Lemma 1.4. Consider numbers a,jS, where —1 ^ a < ) 3 ^ 1.
We first note that vn([a,j8]) = v*(oc,^)/n, where vn is the measure intro-
duced in the statement of the lemma, and v*(a,j8) is defined immediately
following (1.1). Now S([a,j8]) = {a,£} and )M{a,j8}) = 0 according to (1.3).
Thus, by Lemma 4.2 and (1.3), if (1.4) holds, then
1 rfi (JT
so that (1.1) follows. This completes the proof of sufficiency.
We sketch the proof of necessity. We start with the hypothesis that,
when — 1 g a < j8 ^ 1, limvn([a,j8]) = //.j([a,j8]). This can be written
\im (f(x)dvn=
J
where f(x) is the characteristic function of [a,j8]. We then can extend (*)
to the case where f(x) is the characteristic function of a half-open or open
interval, since JH7 is a continuous measure. The extension to the case
where f(x) is a step function follows since a step function is a finite linear
combination of characteristic functions of closed, half-open, or open
intervals. The final extension of (*) to continuous functions f(x) follows
since / is compact, so that continuous functions can be uniformly
approximated by step functions. This completes the proof of necessity.
LEMMA 4.3 ([5] p. 85). If \ine Q.(n = 0,1,...) and limfxn = ^0, then
n-*ao
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where inequality holds, if at all, only on a subset B of I that is a Borel set
of type Fa and of capacity zero.
This useful result is known as the lower envelope theorem for potentials.
LEMMA 4.4 ([9] p. 53). (a) Let [XEQ.. Then U{z,fx) is lower semi-
continuous and superharmonic in the finite complex plane.
(b) ([9] pp. 34, 50). If ix, e£l{i= 1,2), and U{z,ixx) = U(z,fx2)forzE\I,
then //.j = fi2-
THEOBEM 4.2. Given a Borel set B of type Fa, B c I, C{B) > 0, (a) there
exists a measure [x E Q. such that U(fx) ^ \og(l/C(B)) for x E B, where
inequality holds on B, if at all, only for a Borel set B± of type Fa and of
capacity zero.
(b) There is a unique measure JX e £1 for which U{fx) ^ log(l/C(B)) for
x e B, with the possible exception of a Borel set of type Fa and capacity 0. In
particular, therefore, there is a unique measure satisfying the requirements
o/(a).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (a) If B is compact, then the Frostman measure
fxB of Theorem 3.1 (a) satisfies the requirements. Assume, therefore, that
B is not compact, and let B = U"=i^» %*, c Kn+i> where {Kn} (n = 1,...)
consists of compact sets. We can assume that C{Kn) > 0 without loss of
generality (see proof of Lemma 3.2). Also, by Lemma 3.2,
Let [xn = fxKn be the Frostman measure associated with Kn. Let {kn} be
an increasing sequence of integers for which {jxkj converges, say to the
limit /x0. The existence of such a sequence is a consequence of Lemma 4.1.
By Lemma 4.3
(4.1)
where equality holds except for a Borel set B2, B2 c: / , of type Fa and
capacity zero. We next establish that the right side of (4.1) has the value
log(l/C(.B)) for x E B, except for a set B3 that is a Borel set of type Fa and
capacity zero. Thus on B, except for the set Bx = Bn(B2uB3), again a
Borel set of type Fa and capacity zero,
We have used in this argument Lemma 3.1 (a) to show that B2uBz has
capacity zero, and now must establish the existence of the set JB3 with the
desired properties.
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By Theorem 3.1 (a) U(x,fikn) = \og(l/C(Kkn)) for x e Kkn, except for the
set IP", a Borel set of type Fa and capacity zero. Thus, if J53 = Un-i-SS
then B3 is again an Fa set and, by Lemma 3.1, has capacity zero. Since
limC{Kkn) = C{B), \imU(x,fx,kn) = \og{l/C{B)) if x e B\B3, and so the
n-*oo n-*oo
proof of (a) is complete.
(b) Let v E Q be a measure for which U(x, v) ^ \og(l/C(B)) for x e B,
except for a Borel set JB4 of type Fa and capacity zero. Our object is to
prove that v = [i0, the measure introduced in (a), thus proving uniqueness.
Let /n* be a measure, which exists by Theorem 4.1, such that
U(x, /u,*) = oo for x e i?4. Setting aside the case where B is compact for the
time being, we can represent B as Un=i^ /cn> where {kn} is the sequence
introduced in (a) for which lim jxkn = /x0. For any e > 0 and fixed n > 0,
form the function
*n{z) = U(z, v) - U(z, pkn) + e(U(z, ,**) - U(z, ^ J ) . (4.2)
This function is superharmonic in An = (\Kkn) u {oo}, if we define
^(oo) = 0. This is because the first and third terms on the right are
superharmonic in the finite plane by Lemma 4.4, the second and fourth
terms is harmonic in \Kkn a n d the combination of the four terms on the
right is harmonic in a deleted neighbourhood of infinity and has the limit
zero as z tends to infinity. Thus oo can be removed as a singularity by
letting ^(oo) = 0. It then follows ([3] 75) that, if, for all £ e Kkn and for
all sequences (zk: zk e An), limz& = £, we have
k-*co
ljmv°n(zk) ^ A°n,
ft-»oo
then, for z e An,
«*(*) ^ -4;- (4-3)
Our task now is to find a suitable value for Aen.
To begin with, by Theorem 3.1(a), E/fo/xJ ^ log(l/C(i£,J) for all finite
z, so that
If (zk) is any sequence with limit £ E Kkn, then
\k->ao
, v) -log(l/C(Kkn)) + e(U(Z, n*) -logil/dKJ)), (4.4)
where the lower semi-continuity of potentials (Lemma 4.4) is used to
obtain the second inequality. For any /x, e Q. and x G I, we have
f 1
U{x,p) = logr-—-dp ^ logi
j \x — f
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Thus, for £ e 2?4, the last collection of terms in (4.4) is plus infinity and a
lower bound of this collection of terms for £ e K^B^ can be chosen as
Aen, namely
A<n = log(l/(7(B))
Thus, from (4.3), we obtain
U(z, v) - U(z, p J ^ - e(U(z, p*) - U(z, ^ J ) + An.
For z e\I, U(z,fx*) and U(z,fikJ are finite, so we must have, on letting
l7(«,v)-l7(g,^)^log(l/O(5))-log(l/O(ZJ). (4.5)
Since lim fikn = fx0 and log(l/1 z — 11) is continuous in t for t e I and z e \I,
n-*co
by Lemma 4.2 we obtain, on letting n tend to infinity in (4.5),
U(z,v)-U(z,n0)Z0. (4.6)
The left side is harmonic in \I and can be made harmonic in \I u {oo} by
assigning the value zero at infinity, which is the limiting value. But for
this extended function, the value at infinity is equal to the lower bound
of values on \J , so that
U(Z,V)-U(Z,IJLO) = O (ze\I),
and, by Lemma 4.4, v = /LI0. Thus we have reached our objective for the
case where B is not compact.
When B is compact, we replace fikn in (4.2) by yt,B. The argument
proceeds as before, \LB replacing /LI0. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
Proof of Lemma 1.5. Using the notation introduced in Lemma 1.4, we
take the negative of the logarithm on both sides of (1.8) and must prove
that
l i m f f & v J - l o g J L (zeCJ (4.7)
n-»oo \J\Z)\
implies (1.4). We next identify log(l/|/(z)|) with U(z,fxj) for z e Cx as
follows. Their difference D(z) is harmonic in Cx and, if extended to
infinity by assigning the limit, which is zero, the difference is harmonic
in A = CiUfco}. For £ e / , zn 6 A (n = 1,...), limzn = £, we have
n-*oo
lim \f(zn) | = 1/2 and lim U{zn, /x7) = log 2: thus lim D(zJ = 0. The
n-»oo n-*ao n-»oo
harmonic property of D(z) in A then gives D(z) ^ 0 for z £ C±; but since
JD(oo) = 0, it follows that D{z) = 0 for z e Cv Thus (4.7) becomes
(z,vn) = U(z,[xI) ( Z G ^ ) . (4.8)
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By Lemma 4.1 (a) every infinite subsequence of (vn) has a convergent
subsequence, say (vkn) with limit fx0. If we can show that /x0 = /x/5 then,
by Lemma 4.1 (b), (1.4) follows. If z e Cx, log(l/|z —1\) is a continuous
function of t when t G I. Hence, by Definition 4.1 and (4.8),
lim U(z,vjJ = U{Z,IIQ) = Uiz,^)
7l-»OO
if z e Cx. Thus, by Lemma 4.4 (b), /x0 = fxj, thus completing the proof of
sufficiency.
We sketch the proof of necessity. If the polynomials in the set {Pn{x)}
have regular behaviour, then, by Lemma 1.3, the measures vn converge to
fj.z. Hence relationship (4.8) holds and this implies (4.7), which is equivalent
to (1.8), completing the proof of necessity.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Theorem 4.2 (b) there is a unique measure v
such that U{x, v) ^ log 2 for x e I, with the possible exception of a Borel
set of capacity zero. By Theorem 3.1 (b), U(x, /x7) = log 2 for x e I. Thus
v = fjt,J} which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We first note that by Lemma 3.3 (b), L{E) > 0.
Suppose that fx is a measure such that TJ{X,JX) ^ log(l/L(E)) for x e Ex,
an equimeasurable subset of E. By Lemma 3.3 (a) there is an equi-
measurable subset of E, say E2, with C(E2) = L(E). We now note that
E3 = Ex n E2 is an equimeasurable subset of E of stable capacity L(E) on
which U(X,[M) ^ \og{l/L(E)). Let Bx be an equimeasurable subset of Es
which is a Borel set of type Fa. Then C{BX) = L{E) and hence
U(z, fx) ^ \og{\/C(B1)) for x G Bv Thus /x is the measure uniquely
associated with Bx by Theorem 4.2.
Let v be any measure such that U(x,v) ^ log(l/L(E)) on Eit an equi-
measurable subset of E. Our object is to show that v = /x, thus proving
uniqueness. The set E5 = E4nE2 has stable capacity L(E) and contains
an equimeasurable subset B2 which is a Borel set of type Fff with
C{B2) = L{E). Thus U{x,v)^log{l/C{B2)) for x e B2 and so v is the
unique measure associated with B2 by Theorem 4.2. Now the set
B3 = Bx n B2 is a Borel set of type Fff and an equimeasurable subset of E2
with C(B3) = L(E). Also both U(x,v) and ZJ(x,ii) are not less than
log( 1/C{B3)) for x e B5. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, v = p, since they are both
the unique measure associated with Bs by Theorem 4.2. This proves
uniqueness. When the measure exists, we denote it by /x^.
If the measure [x% exists, it is the unique measure associated with Bx.
Then, by Theorem 4.2 (a), U{x,fx,%) = \og{l/L(E)) for x e Bx, except
possibly for a Borel set i?4 of capacity zero. Thus equality holds on
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B = B^\B^ which is a Borel set which satisfies C{B) = L(E) by
Lemma 3.1 (b).
If L(E) < 1/2, we have just seen that U(x,^) = log{l/L{E)) > log 2
on a Borel set B, B <=• I, with C(B) = L(E). £/"(#,/xz), on the other hand,
by Theorem 3.1 (a) equals log 2 for x e I. This could not happen if
K = ii%, so iij # ,*•. If L(E) = 1/2, then U{x,^) = log2 = \og(l/L(E))
for x e I, hence for x e E. By what has been shown, there is a unique
measure with the property, so fx% = /x2. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
5. Norm behaviour and zero distribution
LEMMA 5.1 ([9] p . 72). Let K <= I be a compact set. For each integer
n, n ^ 0, there is a unique monic polynomial of degree n, Tn(x\K), such that
Bap\Tn(x\K)\<Bvp\Qn{x)\t
xeK xeK
where Qn{x) is any other monic polynomial of degree n. If
xeK
then
\im\ Mn{K)\vn = C{K).
7l-»0O
All the zeros of Tn{x\K) lie in I. The polynomial Tn(x\I) is the same as the
polynomial Tn(x) introduced in Lemma 3.5.
LEMMA 5.2 ([8] p . 38). For p(x) e P and any integer n > 0,
J l ^ ( * l # ) I W ^ < j\Qn(x)\*p(x)dx, (5.1)
where Qn(x) is any monic polynomial of degree n other than Pn(x\p)t the
orthogonal polynomial of degree n associated with the weight function p(x).
For n eCl with c(/x) an infinite set (Theorem 1.8), we have
(5.2)
where Qn{x) is any monic polynomial of degree n other than Pn(x\ix), the
orthogonal polynomial of degree n associated with /x.
Proof of Lemma 1.2. If p(x) e P,p $ N(I), there is a pair of real numbers
a, j8, such tha t — I g a < j 8 ^ 1 and j^p{x) dx = 0. We will show that then
Pn(x\p) can have at most one zero in (a, j8) (n = 1,...). On the other hand,
it follows from (1.1) that, if p(x) is regular, then v*(a,j8) tends to infinity.
Thus p(x) cannot be regular.
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If, for any n > 0, Pn(x\p) has two zeros in (a,j8)3 say xvx2, where
— l ^ a < a ; 1 < a ; 2 < j 8 ^ 1 , we consider the modified polynomial
where e > 0 is chosen so that a < xx — e < x2 + e < /?.
Now
(g-a;1 + e)(a;-a;a-e) = L [ e \L e \
[X XX)[X Xy,) \ X X-^J \ X XtJ
= 1 + / Xl7,X* \—. ^ r (5.3)
{(x-xjix-xjj (x-xJix-Xz)
and, for (x — x-^){x — x2) > 0, the last group of terms in (5.3) is less than 1.
Thus |P*(z)| < \Pn(x)\ in I\[cc,p], and so
(\P%{x)\*p{x)dx= f \P%(x)\*p(x)dx
JJ JI\[<X,PI
^ f \Pn(x\p)\*p(x)dx
= \\Pn{x\p)\*p{x)dx.
which contradicts (5.1).
LEMMA 5.3. Let (fn{x): n = 1,...), be a sequence of non-negative, Borel
measurable functions defined on I, and let (kn) be an increasing sequence of
integers. If
/ r \i/kn
lim \\fkJLx)dx) ^ 1 , (5.3)
71->OO \ J I J
then there is an infinite subsequence (tn) of (kn), and a Borel set B of measure
zero such that
I I - n , (5.4)
for x E I\B.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. There is a sequence (ekn), with ekn > 0 (n = 1,...)
and lim ekn = 0, such that
l/kn
Thus
« \l/knfkn(x)dxj ^
(
J I
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and
I a (x)dx 5s 1/k (5 5)
where
gkn\x) = —r^ . (5.b)
It follows from (5.5) ([6] p. 91) that there is a subsequence of (kn), say
(tn), and a set B of measure zero, such that
lim g^x) = 0
for x e I\B. Since g^x) is Borel measurable, the function lim g^x) is
n-»oo
Borel measurable, and thus
B = | x: lim g^x) > 0 \
is a Borel set. Also, for x e I\B, there is an integer n(x) such that
for n > n(x). Thus, for n > n(x),
so that we obtain (5.4) by root extraction. This completes the proof of
the lemma.
LEMMA 5.4. Let K±^ I he compact sets (i = 0,1), with KQD^^ 0,
and C(Ki) > 0 (i = 0,1). Then
C(K0) < C{KQuKx). (5.7)
Proof of Lemma 5.4. Let /^ represent the Frostman measure of iQ
(i = 0,1). We will show that
V{K^KX) < V(K0), (5.8)
from which (5.7) follows. If 0 ^ e ^ 1, let fxe = (1 — e)/zo-f e/^. Since
c(/u,e) <= Ko u Kx, we have
the last term being defined in (3.23). By Fubini's theorem, we can write
"J-J1
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Now Ufa) is continuous on Klt and max U{fx0) = a < V(KQ) by
K
Theorem 3.1 (a). Thus, from (5.9), we have
= V(K0) - 2e( V(K0) -*) + e»( V(KQ) + V{£x) - 2a).
Thus for sufficiently small e we obtain (5.8).
Proof of Theorem 1.5. To prove the third inequality of (1.5) consider
= f I Pn(x) \*p(z) d x $ { \ Tn(x 11) \*p[x) dxJi Ji
p(x)dx,
in which we have used Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 3.5 (a). We then obtain
the result by root extraction.
We next suppose that the first inequality of (1.5) is violated, and deduce
a contradiction. By our assumption, there is an increasing sequence of
integers, (kn), and there is a real a, such that
lim (iVfcn(p))1/fc» ^ a < L{E). (5.10)
Since L(E) > 0 by Lemma 3.3, we can assume that a > 0. We can also
assume that^>(a;) is a Borel measurable function without loss of generality.
Thus
Thus, by Lemma 5.3, there is a subsequence of (2kn), say (2tn), and a
Borel set B of measure zero, such that for x e I\B
Since S(#(a;)) = E, for x e E\B it then follows that
a. (5.11)
We next let v^ be the measures associated with P(n(x\p) by Lemma 1.4.
Let (sn) be a subsequence of (tn), which exists by Lemma 4.1 (a), for which
(v8n) converges, say with limit /u0. By Lemma 4.3 we have
,vSn) = to log
\ J y \ " l \
where equality holds in the first inequality except for Bx <= / , a Borel set
of capacity zero. Thus on E\{BuB^), we have
Ufa) Z log(l/a) > \og(l/L(E)). (5.12)
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Since B± has capacity zero, it has measure zero ([9] p . 59), and hence BuB1
has measure zero. If we let E' - E\(BuB1), then L(E') = L(E) and
E'cN{I). Thus U{n0)>\og(l/L{E')) for xeE'. By Theorem 1.4,
U([x0) = log(l/L(E')) would have to hold on a subset of E', say B2, that is a
Borel set and of the same measure as E'. Since E' has positive measure,
B2 cannot be the null set, and so we have a contradiction, and the proof
is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.6 (b). We start with the sequence (kn) for which
(1.6) holds. What we will show is that, for any subsequence (tn), there is a
further subsequence (sn) for which limvSn = JU.|,. Hence by Lemma 4.1 (b),
n-»oo
(1.7) follows.
Once (tn) is chosen, choose a subsequence (rn) such that
]mi\Prn{x,p)\1/r" ^ L{E) (5.13)
n-»oo
for x G S(p(x))\B, where B is a Borel set of capacity zero. This can be
achieved by applying the argument of the proof of Theorem 1.5. In (5.10)
we can put a = L(E), and then repeat the steps indicated to (5.11), which
yields (5.13). Next, choose (sn) as a subsequence of (tn) for which (vsj
converges, say to /u0. Continuing the steps of the proof of Theorem 1.5
to (5.12), we now have
Ufa) ^ log(l/L(E)) (5.14)
for x e 8{p{x))\(B2uB1). In this case the measure /x0 does exist, and by
Theorem 1.4 it is unique. Thus /u,0 = fi% and as already indicated, the
proof of (b) is complete.
(a) We know that L(E) > 0 by Lemma 3.3 (b), and for convenience we
let L(E) = a. If a = 1/2, then, by Theorem 1.5, for any p(x) e P(E) the
choice kn = n (n = 1,...) satisfies (1.6). Hence we assume that a < 1/2.
There is an equimeasurable subset of E, say E1? of stable capacity a by
Lemma 3.3(a). Then Ex has an equimeasurable subset B such that
B e N{I); B is a Borel set of type Fv and L{B) = C(B) = a. We will define
a function p(x) with S(#(#)) = B, and construct an increasing sequence
(kn) such that (1.6) is satisfied. Since p(x) can be extended to E without
affecting the value of Nn(p), (a) will be proved.
We next show that in a representation B = Un-i^n» w^h %n c ^
(n = 1,...), Kn a compact set, C(Kn) > 0, Kn c Kn+1, which will exist, we
must have, for any n, C{Kn) < C(B). The set T\Kn must contain an
interior point of/, since otherwise C(B) = 1/2, and hence there is an interval
[a,jS] in I at a positive distance from Kn. Now B e N(I), so that
meas(l?n[a,j8]) > 0, and thus [a,£] contains a compact set K*, K* c: B,
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measZ* > 0. By ([9] p. 59) it then follows that C(K*) > 0. By the
monotonicity of capacity, C{B) ^  C{KnuK*) and, by Lemma 5.4,
C(KnuK*)>C(Kn).
Choose a representation B = Un=i-^n introduced in the previous
paragraph. By Lemma 5.1 and the result C{Kn) < C{B), for each integer
n > 0 there is an integer kn and an en > 0 such that
{Mp{Kn)Y'v ^ C(Kn) + en^ C(B) (p Z kn).
There is no loss in generality in assuming that (hn: n = 1,...) is an
increasing sequence of positive integers. Define a function w(x) on B as
follows. For x e Kn+1\Kn (n = 0,1,...), with Ko = 0, let w{x) = {%C(B))k*.
Thus w(x) is a Borel measurable function defined on B satisfying
0 < w{x) < 1. By Lemma 5.1, \Tkn{x\Kn)\ ^ 2fc» for x e I. We use only
the fact that the zeros are on / . Also, from the definition of w(x),
sup w{x) = sup w{x),
xeB\Kn xeKn+1\Kn
since the sequence {{%C(B))kn} is decreasing. Thus we obtain inequalities,
for each n > 0, where we put
gn(x) = \w(x)Tkn(x\Kn)\,
supgrjz) ^ max sujpgn(x), sup gn{x)
xeB \xeKn xeB\Kn
S max{(C(£))fc»,
= (C(B))*». (5.15)
We next let p(x) = (w(x))2 and note that S(p(a;)) = B. We have, for
n > 0,
NULp) ^ \ \Tkn{x\Kn)\*{w{x)fdx ^ 2{C{B))*; (5.16)
J i
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 5.2 and the second from
(5.6). From (5.7) we have
Since
by (1.5), we finally arrive at (1.6).
This completes the proof of (a) and of the Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since I has stable capacity by Lemma 1.3, and
m(E) = 2, E also has stable capacity 1/2, so that L(E) = 1/2. By
Theorem 1.5, for any p{x) e P{E), lim (Nn(^))1M = 1/2. Thus by
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Theorem 1.6 (b) and the last part of Theorem 1.4, limv^ = JU,7, and thus
n-»a>
p(x) is regular by Lemma 1.4. This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof of sufficiency is modelled exactly on
the proof of Theorem 1.1, if we pick up the argument of the proof from the
point where it is shown that L(E) — 1/2. For the proof of necessity,
suppose that E e N{I) and L(E) < 1/2. By Theorem 1.6 (a), there are
p(x) 6 P{E) and an increasing sequence of integers (kn) such that
lim(Nkn(p))1/k» = L{E). Thus, by Theorem 1.6 (b), Kmvkn = fi%. By
n-»oo n-»oo
Theorem 1.4, /x|, # /xJ} since L(E) # 1/2. Hence the p(x) constructed is
not regular. This concludes the proof.
6. A sufficient condition for regularity with applications
LEMMA 6.1. Let {Qn{x)} (n = 1,...) be a sequence of polynomials,
Qn{x) = xn + ..., with zeros {xln, ...,xnn} on I. We follow the convention
that a zero of multiplicity k is repeated k times. Let vn be the measure defined
on the Borel subsets of I determined by the conditions vn{{x}) = k/n, when x
is a zero of Qn(x) of multiplicity k and vn(E) = 0 when Qn(x) # 0 on E. Let
Mn = max | Qn{x) |. Then, if
xel
limMnVn= 1/2, (6.1)
tt-»OO
it follows that
lim vn = fiz. (6.2)
n-»oo
Proof of Lemma 6.1. We have immediately from
|Qn{x)| ^ Mn {xel)
the fact that
}n(x) \vn ^ 1/2 (* e 7),
or
lim*7(vn)£log2 (a; e 7). (6.3)
n-»oo
By Lemma 4.1 (a), in every increasing sequence of integers (kn), there
is a subsequence (tn) such that (vQ converges, say with limit /x0. If we can
show that [x0 = /zj, using Lemma 4.1 (b) we find that (6.2) is established.
Now by Lemma 4.3
U(x, (JL0) = lim U{x, v j
n-»oo
for xel, except for x E B, & Borel set of type Fa and of capacity zero.
Hence by (6.3)
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for x e T\B. It thus follows from Theorem 1.3 that JU0 = /x7, and the proof
is complete.
We do not use the fact, nor do we prove it, but it is interesting to note
that (6.1) is also necessary for (6.2) to hold.
LEMMA 6.2 ([9] p. 178). Let Qn{x) be a polynomial of degree n with
Mn = mzx\Qn{x)\.
xel
Then
\Q'n(x)\^n*Mn {xel). (6.4)
Proof of Theorem 1.10. We first note that, if (1.13) is satisfied for a
measure fx e Cl, then c(/x) = I. Hence, by Theorem 1.8, there is a uniquely
determined set of orthogonal polynomials {Pn(x\ix)} (n = 0,1,...). For a
given integer n > 0, let £n G / be a point when \Pn(t,\p)\ = Mn. We will
establish
(6.5)
for | y — t,n | ^ l/(2n2) (y e R). By the mean value theorem for derivatives
Pn(y)=Pn(
for #* between t,n and y. Thus
^ Mn-n*Mn\l/(2n*)\ = Mn/2, (6.6)
where we have used Lemma 6.2 in the second inequality.
We next consider the inequalities
i) ;> f\Tn{x\I)\*dp ^
We have used Lemma 3.5, (5.2), (6.5) and (1.14) successively in this chain
of inequalities, yielding
M <
We then obtain
Em MJ-'n ^ 1/2,
n-»oo
since
limco(l/(2?i2))1/2« = lim(o>(l/(2?i2))1/«)1/2 = 1
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by (1.13). Thus, by Lemma 6.1,
and so, by Definition 1.7 and the proof of Lemma 1.4, (1.1) is satisfied
and jit is a regular measure.
LEMMA 6.3. Let p(x) e P, and define p(x) = 0 in \I. Let
T(S) = inf (X+p{x)dx. (6.8)
xelJx—8
Then p(x) is a regular weight function if
\imr{l/{2n2))1/n = 1. (6.9)
n-»oo
Proof of Lemma 6.3. There are essentially no alterations from the proof
of the previous lemma, and in (6.7) we use (6.8) and (6.9) instead of (1.14).
Proof of Theorem 1.9. We will next define an atomic measure /x e Q.
which satisfies the condition
Iimw(l/(2?i2))1/n = 1, (6.10)
which by Theorem 1.10 is a sufficient condition for ^ to be regular.
Because (6.10) is satisfied, c([x) — I.
For each integer n > 0, let /xn be the measure determined by the
conditions
2k-\ \\
- — - — T T / ^ A - , (AS = — nl, — n+1, ...,n*+1), (o.ll)l{nz-\-l))J
where Xn is a positive constant to be determined. Let /x = 2£ = 1 fv By
[6] p. 232 this defines a measure, c(/u) = / and /x(/) = 2%=1{2n2 + 2)Xn. We
choose
so that fx{I) = 1.
We next note that, for any integer n > 0,
a>(l/(2n*)) ^ An, (6.13)
since for x e I
To see this, observe that, for x e I, the interval (x — \n~2, x + \n~2) has
length n~2, while the points {k-%)/{n* + l) (k = - n2,-n2 + l,...,n2 + 1)
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are spaced at a distance l/(n2+ 1) apart, with the two extreme points at
a distance l/(2(n2 + l)) from the end points of 7. By combining (6.13) and
(6.12), we see that (6.10) holds.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. We associate with each integer » > 0 a function
pn(x) if the following way. First centre at each point (k — \)/{n2+ 1)
(Jc = -n2, -n2+ 1, ...,n2+ 1) an interval lkn of length l/n2{n2+ 1). This
choice ensures that one of the intervals lkn lies entirely inside any
interval of the form [x — \n~2, x + %n~2]. Define pn (x) to be An/mea,s(lkn n E),
where Xn is defined by (6.12) and the quantity in the denominator is not
zero since E e N(I). We then note that liPn{x)dx = (2w,2 + 2)An> since
the intervals lkn are non-overlapping. Thus p*(x) = TaPn{x) *s a n
integrable function by the monotone convergence theorem for integrals
([6] p. 84) and S(p*{x)) <= E. Finally let p{x) = p*{x) + xE{z)> t h e added
term being the characteristic function of E. Thus S (£>(#)) = E. We will
now show by Lemma 6.3 that p(x) is a regular weight function. For any
x G I, we have
'x-in-2
Thus, using (6.12), we see that
and so the proof is completed by reference to Lemma 6.3.
7. Concluding remarks
One question that we have dealt with is 'When is p(x) e P a regular
weight function?' We have settled the question of when this fact can be
ascertained from S(p(x)) alone. Thus the next logical problem is to
develop criteria for regularity in the case where S(£>(#)) e N(I) but is not
a determining set. For each set E G N(I) that is not a determining set,
we have seen that both regular and non-regular weight functions can occur
having E as support. We remark that the criterion (1.10) given in
Theorem 1.8 distinguishes between weight functions that are very regular
and those that are not on the basis of the values of p{x).
Unlike the situation in the second-order theory, the question of
characterizing regular measures, at least by our approach, is not settled
by the characterization of regular weight functions.
The following two questions are related to each other, and to the
result (1.11) for the second-order theory.
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For p{x) E P, does lim {Nn(p))1/n = 1/2 imply that the p(x) is a regular
n-»oo
weight function?
For [j, e Cl, C(JLI) an infinite set, does lim (Nn(n))1/n = 1/2 imply that JU, is a
n-»oo
regular measure?
Our final question was raised by Paul Erdos in conversation. Let
0 = U*=i4, b e a n open set dense in / , where {/n} are pairwise disjoint
intervals. We have shown by our results that Xo(x)> *n e characteristic
function of 0, is a regular weight function if limC(U&=i-4) = V^- If
n-*oo
HmC(Ufc=i4) < V2> is Xoix) necessarily not a regular weight function?
n-»oo
The techniques of Lemma 1.3 (c) show that xo(x) *s n o* a regular weight
function if, in addition, the length of In tends to zero sufficiently rapidly.
We finally remark that [10] and [11] contain the preliminary form of
several techniques used in this paper, as well as related results.
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